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T'ne geomagnetic induction tensor is a means of summarizing the response of the earth at a given observing site to 
a geomagnetic variation source field. In this paper the characteristics of the tensor elements are examined, both gen- 
erally and for the special cases of one-dimensional and two-dimensional geologic structure. The first-order model is 
taken of uniform source fields originating external to a semi-infinite half-space. Graphical ways of presenting the in- 
formation contained in an induction tensor are explored, including ellipses of rotation, polar, diagrams, and diagrams 
analogous to the Mohr circles of elasticity theory. Criteria to distinguish "two-dimensional" data from "three-dimen- 
sional" data are established. The advantages of simultaneously recording "normal" and "anomalous" variations are 
demonstrated in terms of the extra tensor elements which may then be estimated. The most practical way of pre- 
senting information from many stations on a map may be by drawing, for each site, arrows which summarize the re- 
sponse in ~.e vertical field and quadrics which summarize the response in the horizontal field. 

1. In t roduc t ion  

The use of  geomagnetic variations to s tudy the elec- 
trical conduct iv i ty  structure of the earth on a local 
scale proceeds largely by s tudying relationships be- 
tween the different variation componen ts  observed. 

The most  comprehensive expression of  such relation- 
ships takes the form of  a matrix.  This concept  was 

first discussed by Schmucker (1964,  p. 201),  who sep- 
arated observed variations into "no rma l"  and "anom-  
Nous" parts. In  the present paper the alternative tra- 
di t ion will be followed of  considering observed varia- 

t ions to separate into parts of  origin external  and 
internal  to the earth, to be called the primary and 
secondary parts respectively*. 

* _This departure from Schmucker's precedent may deserve 
some explanation, especially as Sehmucker's "normal" and 
"anomaious" separation is the most direct for analysing 
practical data. In the view of the present author, the main 
advantages of the "primary-secondary" separation are the 
clear distinction between the different electric current sys- 
tems involved, (primary flow external to the solid earth, 
secondary flow internal), and the rigour with which the 
primary can indeed be considered to directly induce the 
secondary. In a "normal-anomalous" separation the distinc- 
tion is often not clear, for example in the case of a vertical 
plane boundary between two large blocks of different con- 

The paper examines further the induc t ion  tensor 
proposed bY Li!iey and Bennet t  (1973, hereafter called 
paper 1), which  relates together the primary and sec- 
ondary parts o f  geomagnetic variations at any partic- 
ular observing site. A model  is taken for variations of  
period several hours or less in which un i fo rm source 
fields originate external to a semi-infinite flat earth. 

This is at best a first-order approximat ion to the actual 
geophysical si tuation,  because no practical geomagnetic 
source field can be completely uni form:  such a phe- 
n o m e n o n  is impossible given the spherical geometry 
of the earth. However over large areas, particularly in 
mid-latitudes, practical geomagnetic variation source 

fields can be "quas i -uni form" in the sense that  the 
scale length over which they change may be much 
greater than the scale length of  change of  the local 

ductivity: the normai field at the surface (distant from the 
vertical plane) will be the same above both blocks, but the 
normal field at depth in one conductor will be different from 
the normal field at dep~ in the other. Consequently confu- 
sion is possible in ~isuatizing anomalous fields at the vertical 
plane boundary to be induced by a normal field, for there are 
two different normal field distributions with depth. By con- 
trast, this paper prbceeds on the assumption that the primary 
field is uniform everywhere; then differences in normal fields 
at depth will be included with local anomalous fields in the 
spatiaI variation o( secondary fields. 
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Fig. i, Schematic diagram of the approximafior~s involved in modelling geomagnetic induction due to ionospheric currents by a 
uniform primary field and a semi-infinite hal#space. 

conductivity struct,are: it is, [~ fact, the common oc- 
currence of such quasi-unifbrm source fields which 
contributes greatly to the usefuiness of geomagnetic 
variatior, s for studying the electrical conductivity 
structure of" the crust and upper mantle of the earth. 

A]so, even recognizing that "quasi-uniform" fields 
vary spatialiy, in practice their spatiai variation may 
be impossible to measure. Therefore there is a strong 
practical reason for examinh~g observed data in the 
first instance under the assumptio~ of uniform source 
fields, and the present paper explores some aspects of 
interpretation which may be made shoutd this assump- 
tion ko]d. [n paper I the poLnt was made that for any 
~ven observatory the primary fieIds have to be uni- 
form only within some restricted "induction region"° 
Th.is condition makes the unfformofietd assumption 
more reasonable than it otherwise might seem. A sche- 
matic diagram of the actual geophysical situation and 
the uniforimfield model commonly taken for it is 
shown in Fig. ~. 

The geomagnetic induction tensor has a close affin- 
ity whh the ah'eady established magnetoteiiuric ira° 
pedance tensor; and much of the e~suing discussion 
will foilow ideas developed for the magnetoteliuric 
case. Originailty in these ideas appears to be due to 
Cantweli (t960) for the use of tensor notation, Swift 
(i 9,67) %r the idea of a rotation-invariant skew num- 
ber, and Sims and Bostick (! 969) for the e~iipses de- 

scribed in the complex plane as the tensor elements 
are rotated. Originaiity of the polar diagrams for the 
magnetotelturic tensor eiements is not so clear, but 
they appear in the book "by Berdichevskiy ~0,68~,'" and" 
Berdichevskiy and Smirnev (I 971) demonstrate the 
use of polar diagrams for the geomagnetic variations 
case (using the components of total field). Other rei- 
cvant articles are by Word et al. (] 970) and Vozoff 
(1972), and a review of the papers atready mentioned 
makes clear the substantial contributions of T.R. 
Madden. 

A distinction to be noted in the adaption of these 
ideas fl-om magnetotdlurics to geomagnetic variations 
is that magnetoteiluric theory has bee.<', iargeiy deveio 
oped for singie-station data, so that the horizontal 
magnetic components are necessarily of total field: 
that is, they ..'nay include iocally anomaious contri- 
butions. In the case of the geomagnetic induction 
tensor, use is made of horizontai components free of 
anomalous parts. In this way, as in many others, the 
geomagnetic induction tensor closely foi!ows 
Schmucker's transformation matrix. 

, e  notation to be used is that .~, 0 = 1,2,3) wiit 
represent the components of primary fieid, originating 
from current flow externai to the earth, at a particuiar 
frequency° These components witt in general have in-. 
phase and quadrature parts, so that l~. wiit be complex. 
Si will represent components of secondary field origi- 
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nating from current flow internal to the earth, and Ti 
will represent the total-field components, as measured 
at the surface; thus Pi + Si = Ti. Remote from any 
anomalous structure the totai-field components wili 
be termed those of "normal" field, Ni, and generally 
the total field components will be regarded as com- 
posed of normal and anomalous (Ai) parts, thus: Ti = 
N i + A i. Like Pi, the quantities Si, T~., N i and A i wilt be 
complex. The subscript values of i = 1,2 will represent 
components along two orthogonal horizontal axes, 
and i = 3 will represent the component vertically 
down. The unit vectors along these axes will be ~ ,  u2 
and fi3. The basic geomagnetic induction tensor of 
paper 1 will be represented by k, so that: 

S i = ki/P i i,j = 1,2,3 

and the "augmented" tensor (with unity added to the 
real parts of the three diagonal elements) by K, so that: 

T i = KijP ] 

where the summation convention is implied for re- 
peated suffixes. Thus: 

Ki] = kif + 8ij 

where 8ii = 1 and 8i/= 0 for t =/=j. 
The convention will be adopted in this paper of 

denoting a complex number A = a + ib by (a,b), or 
sometimes by (AR, AI). The phase of the same quan- 
tity will be arctg (b/a) with the respective signs of a 
and b taken into account to give a range of phase 
from zero to 2~. If either a different definition of 
phase or a different convention for the sign of a qua- 
drature component were taken, so that all phase es- 
timates for Pi, Si, Ti, Ni and Ai  changed sign, then the 
imaginary parts of the tensor elements would also 
change sign. 

2. Induction by a uniform field in a semi-infinite fiat 
earth 

Tb.is fundamental problem was first discussed by 
Price (1950) for the case of a uniformly conducting 
half-space. As Price shows, the problem is insufficient- 
ly posed unless it is considered as the limit of a more 
determinate problem. One such limit is that where the 
wave-length approaches infinity, in the problem of 
induction by a non-uniform field of given wave-length. 

The result for the uniform.field limit is then that the 
secondary (induced) vertical component exactly op.- 
poses and cancels the primary(inducing) vertical com- 
ponent, while the secondary horizontal component 
adds on to and doubles the primary horizontal com- 
ponent. 

That is, the induction tensor will have the form 
for uniform horizontal layering: 

)1,0)  0 o 
k =  t 0  (1,0) o (,) 

L0 o 

The off-diagonal e[ements are all zero, because 
there is no cross-coup!trig between the different com- 
ponents of the variation fields. 

This paper will be primarily concerned with depar- 
tures from uniform conductivity, the accurate analy- 
sis of which would be extremely complicated by 
methods following Price, if possible at all. in general 
the elements in the !eft hand and central columns of 
the matrix in eq. 1 will no longer be zero or unity. 
However it is proposed to show by the following ar- 
gument that the right hand column remains unchanged. 

Consider an electrically conducting disk lying hori- 
zontally in a spatially uniform, time-alternating, verti- 
cal source fie!d.Ashour (1950) has solved the case for 
uniform conductivity and has shown that as the radius 
of the disk increases, the field variations at and near the 
centre of the disk approach zero. They thus become 
zero in the limit of the radius of the disk approaching 
infinity, in agreement with Price's theory. This may 
be analysed in terms of the primary field (of origin 
external to the disk) being exactly opposed by the 
secondary field (of origin in currents flowing mainly 
around the periphery of the disk); or, in analogy with 
Alfv6n's (I950) description of the diffusion of mag- 
netic flux lines through an electrical conductor, the 
phenomenon may be analysed in terms of the primary 
external vertical oscillations never diffusing in suffi- 
ciently far to reach the central region of the disk. 

Consider now an electrical inhomogeneity replacing 
a region of uniform conductivity near the centre of 
the disk. For disk radius sufficiently large, negligible 
induced current would have been flowing in the re- 
placed conducting region when the disk was uniform, 
so that the inhomogeneity will make no difference to 
the induction occurring. The secondary vertical field 
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will sti!l cancel the primary vertical field; or, a!terna- 
tiveiy, the total-field flux Iines will stiI1 not diffuse in 
past the edges of  the disk (which are infinitely re- 
mote). Thus the third column of  the matrix in eq. t 
wili hold for any half-space which is considered to be 
an interior region of  a very large disk. 

For a uniform source field which has horizontal as 
well as vertical components, the induction tensor at a 
point near or on the inhomogeneity wil! therefore be 
of the form: 

k n  k ~  0 I 
k = k:~ k ~  0 i (2) 

Note that this resu!t immediately gives the K tensor 
the simple degeneracy discussed in paper 1, where it 
was pointed out that such a degeneracy is required if 
the tota!..fieid variation components T i are to obey 
Parkinson's relation (Parkinson, I959). 

3. Rotation of  the induction tensor about a ,vertical 
axis 

if  a tensor a relative to axes OXYZ is estimated rel- 
ative to axes OX'Y 'Z '  it will take the form: 

a ' = A a A  - ~  

where A is the matrix of  the direction cosines of  
OX'Y 'Z '  relative to OXYZ, and A -~ is the inverse of  
A. For positive (clockwise) rotation of the tensor in 
eq. 2 througS_ an anne ~ about the vertical axis, the 
right-hand column remains unchanged and the elements 
in the other columns become: 

(3) 

k~; = ek~a-skr~ 

where k~. is the value of  element ki/after rotation 
throngh angle ~, and c and s denote cos q~ and sin 
respectively. Three invariants can be formed by simple 
combinations of  these elements: 

+ - a n d  + 

These quantities are independent of any rotation of  
the horizontal axes. 

The dements k~ ,  k~,, k~ ,  k g  can also be ex- 
pressed: 

kl~! =t¢1 +~2 c o s 2 ~ + g 3  sin 2~b 

k~: = - ;<4 - .% sin 2 ~ + ~ ~ cos 2 

k~2 = ~ 4 - x 2  sin 2~+~3 cos 2 ~  

k~  = ~ - g ~ c o s 2 ~ - g 3 s i n 2  

where: 

~ = (lq.,_ + k ~ ) / 2  

~:~ = ( / q ,  - l < = ) / 2  

~a = ( k ~  + k~:)/2 

~4 = (k~a  - / q ; ) / 2  

and n ~ and n4 are invariants. 
if  now two functions L (4~) and M (~) are defined: 

L ( ~ ) = ~ a  c o s 2 ~ - ~ s i n 2 ~  i ( ~  
M(~) = ka~ cos ~5 + k3= sin ~5 ] ' 

the rotated tensor elements can be further expressed: 

= ;< ~ - L ( e  + r.,/4) 

= - ; ~  + L  @) 

-- M (~) 

= K4 + L @) 

= ~: + L (~ + ~/4) 

= M @ + ~r/2) 

3. I. The elt(pses o f  rotation fn the complex plane 

Each element k} has a real and an imaginary part, 
and can be plotted as a point in a complex pIane° As 
the angle ~ is varied, such points witl trace out !ocio 
~ e s e  loci will be el!ipses, as is shown by eliminating 

between the tea! and imaginary parts of  each of the 
L (.~) and M (40 expressions given in eq. 4 above. The 
equations thus generated are both of  the form: 

, /y,~2 
(6) 
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where ~ = a -  fi; a = arctg (ai~jbR);/3 = arctg (ai/bI) 
and c~ = a R cosec~x, c~ = a 1 cosec~; with, for the case 
ofL  (~b): L (~b) = (x,y), a = ~3 and b = - ~2 ; and, for 
the case ofM(~): M (~5) = (x,y), a = ka~ and b =/%a. 

The ellipticities of the ioci and the angles which 
their major axes make with the axes of the complex 
plane may be found by applying the standard theory 
for the rotation of conic sections, as given, for example, 
in Frazer et al. (1963, p. 249). The ellipticity E of the 
figure described by eq. 6 is given by: 

1 1 
E = = [ 1 -  (1 -d )2 ] / [1  + ( !  - d )  ~] 

where: 

d = 4c,: c~ sin s 'S/(q + q ) ~  

For the case when d ~ 1, the ellipticity may reason- 
ably be computed using: 

2 E ~  [c~c2/(cl + cg)] sin 

The major axis of this ellipse will make an angle co 
with either the real or the imaginary axis of the com- 
plex plane given by: 

- " + + - - +  2 cos 2 cot~ 2cos~ q \c~ c~ 

Thus the angle ~/. or ¢.~I through which the measuring 
axes would have to be rotated, if direct observations 
were to be made of those values of the tensor elements 
which occur at the ends of major and minor axes of 
the ellipse, is given by: 

(K3R -- K3[ COt ¢° ] 
~5 L = ½ arctg \~-~R Z ~ c-~ ~ / for the L (9) ellipse 

and: 

[ k~  R - k~  I cot ¢o] 
cM = arctg [ ~  I c ~  w - L  k~--~R] for the M(¢) ellipse 

Alternatively, and in derivation more directly, the 
major and minor axes of the L (¢) and M (~) ellipses 
may be calculated by first determining 4~L and ~M as 
the angles for which d [L [/d(o and d tMI/d(o respec- 
tively are zero; and then computing [L (~bL)I, 
1L (4)L + rr/4)i' tM(~SM)I , and IM(CPM + rr/2)i. The 

expressions thus found for the ang!es are: 

q~/. = ~arctg 2 [(K2RK3R + ~2I~3I)/(!K212--JK3!a)] 

and: 

~b M = ½arctg 2 [(k~ 1Rk32R + k311ka:~ i)/,( Ika 1t 2 -tka2 [2 )1 

and it may also be shown that eL and (9i. + v../4) are 
the angles which maximize and minimize 
(Ik~,i a + Ik~t 2) and ([k~21 ~ + Lk~i2); there is no anal- 
ogous result for CM' The eltipticities of the two el- 
lipses, found by taking the ratios: 

IL (~L)I IM (~M)! 
and 

IL (% + ~t4)1 tM(¢ M + zrt2)l 

then take the forms: 

~sa tan 2 eL + gaR 

k3~ R tan CM - ka2R [ 

EM = kali+ k321 tan q~M I 
Because d IL Vd~ and d IMI/dc~ of zero will detect both 
the major and minor axes of the ellipse, in some cases 
the expressions just given for the el!ipticities will ac- 
tually give the reciprocal of the el!ipticity. Such cases 
will be evident by having a value o r e  L (or EM) greater 
than unity. 

The complete L (~) locus, and thus also each of the 
k~!, k~2, k~2 and k~l loci, is traced out by ~ varying 
in the range 0 ~ ~ < ~. The comp!ete M(~) locus, rep- 
resenting k]l and k~2, is traced out by 4~ varying in the 
range 0 ~< ~ <2 2~r. Such rotation ellipses with the pa- 
rameters of interest marked are shown in Fig. 2, and 
more examples are given in row (0 of each of Figs. 
3A-C, 

MI the tensors given as examples in this paper are 
hypothetical; they have been constructed for the 
range of characteristic properties which they exhibit. 

3.2. Polar diagrams 

As an alternative way of presenting the information 
shown by the rotation ellipses, two simple polar dia- 
grams may be drawn for each tensor element. Such 
polar diagrams are constructed by plotting at an azi- 
muth equal to the angle of rotation 4~, firstly the 
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Fig. 3. A-C. Diagrams constructed for some hypothetical geomagnetic induction tensors. Rows (i), (ii) and Off) show rotation 
ellipses, amplitude polar diagrams, and phase polar diagrams, for the k~, k02! and ka~ elements. Row (iv) shows "Mohr" diagrams. 
Row (v) gives the tensor concerned, and shows it summarized as a combination diagram of vertical response arrows and secondary 
horizontal response quadrics. Solid lines represent in-phase response, and dashed lines represent quadrature response. The restric- 
tion of the combination diagram to a radius of five units is arbitrary. 

absolute value of  the element and secondly its phase 
value. Some examples are shown in the second and 
third rows of  Figs. 3 A - C  for the k~n, k~1 and k~al ten- 
sor elements, taking ~1 as north (to the top of each 
diagram), and ~/2 as east. Corresponding diagrams for 
the k~2, k~a and kaY2 dements can be imagined using 
relationships which follow from eqs. 5: 

k02 = ~.40+1r/2 - -  ~ ' 2 t  

• ~ ~ + ~ r / 2  
k~2 = ktl 
k~ 2 • ~+~r/2 

= R 3 1  

The negative sign in the k~2 equation just given wilt 
affect the phase poIar diagram, but not *he amplitude 
polar diagram. 
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The qualitative characteristics of  the polar diagrams 
can be predicted from inspection of  the rotation el- 
!ipses. Thus the amplitude d::agram for k~ is four- 
lobed or two-lobed depending on whether, in the dia- 
gram for the k~, rotation ellipse, the origin can be 
joined to the major axis of  the ellipse by a line per- 
pendicular to the axis; or whether the axis has to be 
extended outside the ellipse for this cor~struction to 
be made. Another example is evident in some phase 
diagrams, where a discominuous change of  2 rr occurs 
if the appropriate rotation eEipse crosses between the 
first and fourth quadrants. 

3. 3. Response arrows and quadric figures 

The diagrams described so far to depict tensor char- 
acteristics may not be practical to use an a map which 
shows the geographical locations of  many recording 
sites. For this purpose response arrows can be con- 
structed, and it may aiso prove useful to summarize 
some of  the information using certain other quadric 
figures. 

Z Z 1. Response arrows/'or the vertica! component 
of variations 

Because $3 = ka, P1 + k32P2 + kaaP3,in view ofeq.  2 
the observed vertical response at an anomalous station 
is entirely secondary and will be: 

A3 = 73 = ka~Pz + k32P2 

Two geographical vectors can be defined: 

vaa = k3,R~ + ka=Ru= (7) 
b*3[ = k31[~t 4- ka2[h2 

where ~:. and ~= are unit vectors in the directions of  
the first and second measuring axes respectively (com- 
monly these wi!i be north and east). Two such vectors, 
ua R and ua i, give nit the known i~formation about the 
response of  the verticaI field at ' the station in question, 
and may be use%ily be plotted as arrows on a map. Ex- 
amples are included in the row (v) diagrams of  Figs. 3 A - C ,  
and the relationships of  the arrows to separate polar dia- 
grams for the in-phase and quadrature verticai responses 
are shown in Figs. 4A and B. The sets of  para!lel lines 
also shown in Figs. 4A and B are the loci of points r,O 
where ~ is the direction of  a (linearly poiarized) pri- 
mary horizontal field variation of  unit amplitude, and 

-vv,~ 

A B C 

Fig. 4. Diagrams summarizing response in the verticai field, for 
ks, ~ = (I'-A, 3/4); k32 = (*A, 3/4). A An in-phase response 
arrow V3R, its ampEtt~de poiar diagram (whirls is a pair of 
circles), and its response quadric (which is a pair of straight 
!ines). B. A quadrature-phase response arrow v3p its ampi"imde 
polar diagram (which is a pair of circles), and its response 
quadric (which ::s a pair of straigh.t lines). C~ The response 
arrow for both in-phase and quadrature parts of the vertica), 
field combined. The amplitude polar diag,'am is no lo~ger a 
pair of elrcles; and the response quadric is an el!ipse, not a pair 
of straight lines. 

r is inversely proportional to the amplitude of the ac- 
comparying in-phase or quadrature vertical field vari- 
atiov. 

The first type of  in-phase geographical response 
vector was constructed by Parkinson (t 959). It was 
based upon the total-field variation compo~,~ents, and 
the method produced a vector of  different length and 
opposite direction to teat just described. Wiese (I 962) 
also used total-field variation components to construct 
a vector, which was however different from that of  
Parkinson; (see Praus et al. ( i 97 I ,  p.54) for Untiedt's 
relationship between Parkinson and Wiese vectors). 
Schmucker (I964,  i970) defined a vector pair for the 
in-phase and quadrature vertical variations in terms of  
the normal horizontal variations, to which va R and 
V31 as defined above are very similar; however 
Schmucker reversed the direction of the in-phase vec- 
tor, so that like Parkinson's origina! arrow, if it were 
near an electrical conductivity contrast it would geno 
erally point towards the region of  higher conductivity. 

In view of  the many different response vector def- 
initions it is clearly desirable for maps on which such 
vectors are plotted as arrows to be accompa~'Jed by 
statements as to how the arrows have bee~ derived. It 
is also desirable that a statement be included givic_.g 
the convention which has been taken for the compu- 
tation of phase values. 
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3. 3. Z Response arrows for secondary horizontal 
variations 

Similar to the vectors for the vertical field response, 
complex vectors v~ and v2 can be defined for the hori- 
zontal secondary field response: 

D'R,1 = ~c:mR,IUm ]" = 1,2; m = 1,2 

where the direction ofviR , for example, is that of the 
unit horizontal primary variation which will give the 
maximum fi~ in-phase secondary response; and the 
magnitude of l~iR is the amplitude of that response. 

Diagrams for these secondary horizontal response 
arrows will be similar to those shown in Fig. 4 except 
that polar diagrams for inophase amplitudes wilt not 
be circles; for even at an azimuth for which there is no 
anomalous secondary component, there will still be a 
basic secondary component equal to the primary com- 
ponent. 

3.3.3. Response arrows for anomalous horizontal 
variations 

The anomalous components of horizontal variation 
are given by: 

A:= T / -  N/ / = 1 , 2  

= (k/m - fi/m)Pm m = 1,2 

Thus complex response vectors for the anomalous hor- 
izontal variations in the ~ and fi2 directions can be 
defined similarly: 

b'R,I = ( - t ' m  

The anomalous horizontal response vectors will again 
be related to in-phase and quadrature polar diagrams 
like those for the vertical response vectors shown in 
Fig. 4. For the horizontal case, the in-phase and qua- 
drature arrows give the directions of primary horizon- 
tai field variation which cause maximum in-phase and 
quadrature anomalous response in the ~ or a2 sec- 
ondary component. 

Alternatively, (following Schmucker, 1970, p.23), 
complex vectors Wm can be defined which indicate, 
instead, the direction and magnitude of the in-phase 
and quadrature anomalous horizontal field response to 
a unit in-phase primary field variation occurring in 
either of the two given directions Um (m = 1 or 2): 

Thus a primary field variation in the ~l direction 

gives a maximum in-phase horizontal anomalous vari- 
ation in the wl R direction, of amplitude proportional 
to the magnitude of W3R. 

3. 3. 4. Quadric sections and sur/aces 
It was noted in section 3.3.I and Fig..4 that for 

in-phase and quadrature responses taken separately, a 
polar plot of r against O produced paralM straight 
lines, (where 0 was the azimuth of a primary horizon- 
tal fie!d variation of unit amplitude and r was inversely 
proportional to the amplitude of the resulting vertical 
field variation). If such a plot is made for the ampli- 
tude of the vertical response without regard to phase, 
an ellipse results, of equation: 

Ikal i 2 cos2,0 + tk32{ 2 sin 2 0 +(k3iRk32 R + k3 llk3~i) sin 2 0 

= 1 / ?  

where r = 1~IT3 t. Such an ellipse is shown in Fig. 
4C, though for complete information a phase diagram 
is also needed, like that in the right-hand column, 
third row of Fig. 3A. 

Similar ellipses (or pairs of straight lines) can be 
drawn for the S., $2, T~, T2, A,  and A 2 responses 
also. Of perhaps more value, however, are two other 
ellipses which summarize the response of both hori- 
zontal components to a horizontal field variation of 
any azimuth. Such ellipses wi!1 be referred to as hori- 
zontal response quadrics, to distinguish them from the 
ellipses of rotation of section 3.1. The horizontal re- 
sponse quadrics are derived as follows: 

Consider a primary horizontal in-phase variation Pla 
at azimuth 0p to cause a secondary horizontal varia- 
tion Sh, the in-phase and quadrature parts of which 
are at azimuths 0SR and 0si respectively to the fi~ axis. 
Then: 

S1R,I = ShR, I COS 0SR,I = P.h (klIR, I COS 0p + kl2R, i sin 0p) 

S:IR, I = ShR,I sin 0SR, i = Ph (kllR, I cos 0p + k22R,i sin 0p) 

hence: 

k21R, I + kz2R, I tan 0p 
tan 0SR,l = kltR, I + kt2R,i tan 0p (8) 

and also: 

S R,I/P -- : ( nR, i + k~R, I) COS20v + (k]zR, 1 + k~2R,i)" 

sinZ0p + (kiiR, iki~R,I + k21R,ik22 R,I) sin 2 0p 

If now Ph is taken to have unit amplitude, two el!ipses 
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are defined by plotting at azimuth Op two radii, inversely 
proportional to the in-phase and the quadrature parts 
respectively of ~h. For example taking r = i/ShR : 

2 ~ 2 2 , 2 (k~_,, a + k>: R) cos  0p + (/':~a + k~R) sm 0p 

+ 2(k~,Rk~2 R +k~,Rk=aR)sinOp.cosOp= i/r; 

and similarly for r = t/S~u Ellipses of  these types are 
given in the row (v) diagrams of F::gs~ 3A-C .  Phase in- 
formation is preserved in there being two such quadrics, 
but the directions of  the _.:n-phase and quadrature sec- 
ondary fields have to be computed using eq. 8 above. 
~qough the primary hofizontai field is linearly poiar- 
ized, the secondary horizontal field may be of dlip- 
ticaI polarization. 

In principle the idea of  in-phase and quadrature 
response quadrics could be extended to include also 
the vertical response. Three-dimensional surfaces could 
be defined about a geographic origin such that a pri- 
mary fieId change in any radial direction produced a 
totai secondary fieId change (either in-phase or qua- 
drature), the magnitude of which was inversely propor.. 
tional to the distance from the origin, to the point where 
the primary field chat~.ge vector intersected the surface. 

4. The case of  a two-dimensional inhomogeneity 

Consider now, in the semi-infinite h a l f  space, a two- 
dimensional conductivity structure, in such circum- 
stances the scalar components of  Maxwdl 's  equations 
car., be reso!ved parallel and perpendicular to the struc- 
tural strike, giving separate E-poiarization and H-polar- 
ization cases. The formalism of  this phenomenon has 
been well documented, (see for example, Jones and 
Price, 1970), and only the E-po!arization case perturbs 
the surface magnetic variation components.  For H-po~ 
!arization, the surface magnetic variation components 
are indistinguishable from what they would be were 
the electrical conductivity structure simply a one- 
dimensional function of depth alone. In consequence 
of the non-interaction between the E-polarization and 
H-polarization cases, after rotation of the horizontal 
measuring axes through an angle ¢o to bring the ~ °  
axis into alignment with the strike of  the structure, the 
general induction tensor observed near a two-dimen- 
sional inhomogeneity will reduce to the form: 

[ ( 5 , o )  o o - 
! 

Lo v2 ( - i , o ) _ ,  

Thus the necessary and sufficie.:',t conditions for two- 
dimensionality in a general inductio~ tensor are that 
at some angle of  ro.~at~o~: ¢o a.,'i o r /q~ ,  k..2, and ~c3~ 
will go to zero, and k~ w~fl ~o t (_ ,0); i e a , g ~  ¢0 
wilt not vary with frequency. 

lnvoking eqs. 5 for rotation of  axes means that for 
a two~dimensional case, a tensor which has been mea- 
sured away from alignment with the strike by an angle 
- 6 o  will have e!ements which upon rotation obey: 

k~ =K,. L(¢o + ~/4) = ( i ,0)  

k ¢° , v¢o~ 0 21 = - - K 4  "~ z / X= 

/~¢? = M ( ¢ o )  -- 0 

k~ ° = ,q + L(¢o + ~/4) =V,, 

k~ ° = M(¢o + ~r/2) = r,~ 

from which the followic_.g conclusions may be drawn: 
(~) Z (¢o)=  0; 
(2) M(¢,o) = 0;  

- ~ ( ,  = (3) ~ = (k:l + k2,,)/2 - ~ , :  +p~), hence p~ 
k~ +k2~ -- I; 

(4) the invariant n4 = 0; 
(5) ¢o = arctg ( -  k3~/kaa); thus k3~/ka; is a real 

number, 

For a rotation ¢ of  the axes different from ¢0, say 
= ¢o + 3', the rotated elements in eqs. 3 may be con- 

venientiy written (for this two-dimensional case): 
2 

k~: = c,, s~ (p~ - t )  

k~: = s v p2 ( I 0 )  

~2~2 _ p 2  4- 2 

k~ = % ; :  

where c,r, and s v denote cos'), and siu 7 respectively. 
The ellipses of  Fig. 2 will all degenerate to straig&t 
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lines for two-dimensionality, because L (~) and M(q~) 
may then be expressed: 

L@) = ~(p,  - 1) sin 2V 
M(¢) ; p~ sin 3' 

The kg ,  k~ ,  k~,  k~3~ lines go through the origin, and 
are there for (~ = ~)o, ¢o, q~o, and @o + ~r/2) respec- 
tively. Examples are shown in the first row of each of 
Figs. 5A and B. 

For two-dimensionality, most of the polar diagrams 

of the rotated tensor elements become more distinc- 
tive (the exceptions being the diagrams for k~ and 
k~2). The amplitude diagrams for k~2 and k~.. become 
completely four-!obed, taking the shape often tradi- 
tionally referred to as the "four4eaved rose"; the cor- 
responding phase diagrams take only the values of 
either ~ or v+zr, where ; = arctg [pll/(pl R - 1 )]. The 
amplitude diagrams for k~ and k~2 become com- 
pletely two-lobed, each lobe being an exact circle; the 
corresponding phase diagrams take only the values of 

!m~g. Imag. Imam. 

"! -I! -2 ~ 

C i) (2 
• $ ~ k ~  ~!KI2R 

i ~ l  r ¢111 (')'-i ' ~,~ 'Q"' - I I  ~'I1' - L ~ ;  

$,o $.o I,~ 

,o o , , &  ~.o% 

z . j  

Ov)  -I 

,G 

-H 
I 

(~) ~,~ ~,~ o 

k: ~,~ ~j,~ o, 

[ , ,~ ,~,~ -,,o] 
A 

L 4 , 4  - . 

B 

Fig 5. A and B. Diagrams for some hypothetical tensors of "two-dLmensionaP' electrical conductivity structure Arranged as for 
Figs. 3A-C. 
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either # or ~ + ~r, where ;l = arctg(p21/p2R ). Examples 
of such polar diagrams for two°dimensions1 tensors are 
shown in the second and third rows of each of Figs. 
5A and B. 

In the arrow diagrams for vertica! response, shown 
in row (v) of Figs. 5A and B, the in-phase and quadra- 
ture arrows are now stricltly parallei, and at right angles 
to the two-dimensional structura! strE4e. Horizontal 
response quadrics are inc]uded in the same figures° 
The in-phase quadrics have one axis of unit length 
which is paralle] to the strike, and primary field vari- 
ations which are paralbl to either the major or mhmr 
axes of the quadric will be reinforced by secondary 
field variations in exactly the same direction (this is 
not necessarily so for a three-dimensional case). The 
quadrature response quadrics have degererated to 
pairs of lines paraliei to the strike direction, compa- 
rable to those for the vertical response in Fig° 4. 

The quadric for the response in the horizontal 
field, as derived in section 3.3.4, depended on the sub- 
tensor: 

-k:1 k~.; l 
Lk~ k22 

As can be seen from eq. 9, for a two-dimensional con- 
ductivity structure this sub4ensor is symmetric; con- 
sequently, in addition to the response quadric a!ready 
derived, the sub-tensor could be displayed as a pair of 
"representation quadrics": 

k~ ~Rj,COS~ 0 +k~R, I sin~0 +k~R, i sin 2 8 = !/r ~ 

where r = [Sha,i cos (~p -- 0sRa)] -~" and 0 = 0p, 

in the manner common for symmetrical second-order 
tensors (Nye, i957, p. 26). Similarly in-phase and 
quadrature "magnitude ellipses" could be drawn (Nye, 
i957, p.47) which wouid plot the magnitude of an in- 
phase or quadrature secondary horizontal field cha~ge 
directly against the azimuth at which it occurred, for 
the unit primary horizontal field change taking all 
possible azimuths. For the sub-tensor above such 
"magnitude ellipses" would be: 

(k2~R,1 c°SOsR,[ - '~q:'R,I sin0sR,t )z + (k~2R,I sin0sRj 

-k~zR, I cOs~sR, i) 2 = (k~:zR, ik2~R,t - knR,~k~2R, D2/r 2 

where ~ = &R ~ 
Such 'magnitUde ellipses" exist for both two-dimen- 

sionaI and three-dimensio~aal cases, a~d would be an 
alternative way of displaying the information con- 
tained in the horizontal response quadrics discussed 
in section 3.3.4. 

4./. Moh~'-type circqes 

Further diagrams, which can be drawn depicting 
two-dimensionality, are analogous to the Mohr circles 
which arise in the analysis of mechanical stress (Nye, 
1957, p. 43). Note that from eqso 10, k~2 and k~¢2 may 
be expressed: 

~2 = ~(m - I) sin 2v 

k~z = ½(p~ + 1) + ½(p~ - i) cos 27 

~us plots of ~ a  against Ga ,  and ~ against G~ 
will be of circular form, as shown i~ Fig. 6. 

Such "Mohr" diagrams are shown in rows (iv) of 
Figs. 3 and 5. The diagrams in Fig. 5 are for two- 
dimensional cases, and conform to the pattern of Fig. 
6. In Fig. 3, however, it can be observed that for the 
three°dimensional examples given the diagrams depart 
from being centred on the ks° axes (being centred at 
(;{1R , g4R ) and (;qp h:$~) ._~spec:lv% ), ~nd t~% ,o  
longer intercept the g =  -'- t ~ ~,~a ~ -. t:~ . . . .  ~. 
case, and 0 and P~I for the imaginary case. Also, ai- 
though less obviously, the diagrams for the three- 
dimensional examples depart from being exact circles. 

FinaIty it might be remarked that p:. and p~ in eq. 9 
above are generally complex. The success of Parmnson 
method (Parkinson, 1959) in determining the strike of 
twoodimensional structures (notably near coastlines) 
indicates that in many such cases the real part of p2 
dominates the imaginary part. The consequences 
should the imaginary part of p;  be significantly large 
are discussed by Porath (1970, p.30). 

5o General three-dimens~onal structure 

For a conductivity structure of no particular sym- 
metry, the scalar components of Maxweii's equations 
do not separate into distinct groupings. No simplifica- 
tion of the il~duction tensor is possible past its form 
in eq. 2, except that the axes may be rotated such 
that either the real or imaginary part of k~ or k~2 
goes to zero. A consequence of this is that, generaiiy, 
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k~ R ,* k * .  
l~taR~ aaR) 

k ¢ 

(k)al ks=I) 

(k,2z,k22i) 

Fig, 6. Mohr-type circles for the elements of a tensor measured 
near a two-dimensiorval electriczd conductivity structure. 

coupling exists between the two horizontal compo- 
nents, due to the non-zero kl~ and k=~. 

Because of this coupling, no observatory near a 
three-dimensional structure will record the horizontal 
components of a variation completely uncorrelated. 
The same conclusion can also be drawn for an obser- 
vatory near a two-dimensional structure, unless the 
strike of the structure is fortuitously aligned along 
one of the observing axes. In paper I it was stated that 
the two horizontal components of an ensemble average 
of events are often observed uncorrelated. It has now 
been shown that this statement is unlikely to be exact- 
ly true (though not for reasons connected with source- 
field geometries, which were the context of the state- 
ment in paper 1). That the statement evidently does 
hold approximately indicates that k~2 and k2~ may 
often be small. 

6. Criteria for data modelling 

A crucial aspect of the imerpretation of anoma- 
lous magnetic variation data is whether it is to be in 
terms of models varying in one, two or three dimen- 
sions. The one-dimensional case is not relevant to this 
section of the present paper, as verticai variations will 
occur above one-dimensional layering only for a non- 
uniform source field; and interpretation will then 
hinge on estimation of a scale length for the field. 
Two-dimensi0nal problems may currently be modelled 
in a reasonably straight-forward manner for uniform 
source fields, however the same cannot yet be said of 
three-dimensional inhomogeneities; progress is being 
made with simple cases (Jones and Pascoe, 1972; 
Lines and Jones, 1973) but the size of the computa- 

tional task involved, not to mention the number of 
parameters which would often have to be chosen 
rather arbitrarily, makes three-dimensional modelling 
not yet generally feasible, it is therefore of some 
value if a justification or rejection of two-dimensional 
models can be made from inspection of the reduced 
data, before modelling begins. 

The conditions of strict two-dimensionality have 
already been given in section 4. If, however, these are 
not met exactly at any angle of rotation, can indices 
of two.dimensionality nevertheless be determined? 
From the foregoing discussion, several possibilities 
arise: the e!lipticities of the L (4) and M(4) ellipses; 
whether these have maximum and minimum values 
for the same value of 4; the nearness of the centres 
of the k~l and k~2 q" e'_.Apses to the origin (i.e. the small- 
ness of .%); the co-tinearity of the in-phase and qua- 
drature response arrows; and the variability of all 
these parameters with frequency. 

Initially it is appropriate to investigate which of 
these parameters car, actually be determined in prac- 
tice. The single-station and many-station cases are 
treated separately. 

6. J, Single station operation 

Single stations measure the components of total 
field on!y, and from sing!e-station data two complex 
constants C1 and C2 may often be determined, relating 
the components linearly to each other by: 

Ta = G T, + C= T2 

This reIationship is discussed in paper 1 where it is 
shown that in terms of the K tensor introduced in 
section ! of the present paper: 

= 

K=IK3~ - K==K31 
G =  

K21KI~ - K22Kn 

KI=K31 - KnK3a  (11) 

C2 - K12Kal - K nK 22  

Under rotation of axes, G and C2 describe ellipses 
in the complex plane, very like those for k~3~ in row 
(i) of  Figs. 3A-C, according to: 

c f  = o(4~ 

where (2(4) = C~ cos 4 + C2 sin 4. The eilipticity of 
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the Q-locus is given by: 

i CzR tan ~Q - C2;a i 
EQ = , - = ' -  - - -  L _ _  _ _ _  

i C~ + C2,: tan ~Q 

where eQ = ½ arctg 2 [(QRQR+CII Gi) /(!  C:I ~- t GI=)] 
[f the observations have been made near a two-di- 

mensional structure, then for some angle of rotation 
~o (which aligns the ~: measuring axis with the strike 
of the structure) the form of the K teaser can be ob- 
tained by adding unity to the diagonal elements of 
eq. 9, thus: 

i(2, 0) 

K e° = i O 

LO 

0 0 I 
p~+l 0 

P2 0 ] 

For a Further rotation through angle 7, ¢ = ee + % it 
foliows from,eqs. ! I that: 

c ?  = [p~l(p, + 1)1 cos "l 

and thus for two-dimensionality the diagrams for C~ 
and C[  are similar in shape to those for k~,. in Figs. 
5A and B. In-phase and quadrature response arrows, for 
totai field variations, which following section 3°3 
~c:ght be defined: 

would be paralb! (or opposed). 
However, finding a direction of rotation which 

makes (say) C~ zero is a necessary but not sufficient 
condition for two-dimensionality, as K.~ = Ks¢~ = 0 is 
only one solution of K2; f3~ -K;2Ka~ = 0. Other so- 
lutions cannot be distinguished on the basis of vertical 
response alone, as they also wili have a Q (@) ellipse 
which has degenerated to a straight line, together with 
di.'stinctive double-circ!e polar diagrams like those for 
k~ in Figs. 5A and B, and co-!incur imphase and qua- 
drature response arrows. 

The necessary and sufficient conditions for two- 
dimensionaiity are met if a direction of rotation is 

: I found at which not only is one of  C~ ,C~  zero, but 
also no systematic correlation exists between T~ and 
T] .  The checking of correlation between T: and T2 
using single-station data may however be a difficult 
task because of unknown systematic correlations m 
the source fields; so that singie-station operation may 

not resolve such special cases very satisfactorily. 

6. L L Use o f  the response quad,~ic to determine lhe 
in-phase response arrow 

As Wiese (1962) showed, the polar plotting of basic 
singie-statiqn variation data can provide an e!emeno 
tary method for determining in-phase response arrows, 
defined in terms of totat-fidd components. If hori- 
zontal changes A H  m (m = 1,2,3,_) observed at azi- 
muths 0 m are accompanied by simultaneous vertical 
changes &Z m , then a polar plot of points r m, Om wii! 
approximate two strMght lines for r m = ~ . n / A Z m .  
It may be an improvement ~o piot r m at (Ore + rr.) if 
AZm is negative: there wii1 then be points scattered 
about just one straight live, the normal to which from 
the origin will be an in-phase vertical response arrow 
W R (appropriately scaled). Because small and less ac- 
curate vertical changes wi!l plot at correspondingiy 
greater radial distances, for the technique to be prac- 
tical it may be necessary to ignore vertical changes 
below a certain strength. 

6.2. Operation with two or more stations 

Consider now simultaneous data heid %r two or 
more stations, one of which is considered to be "nor- 
mat" (following Schmucker), so that it is possible to 
estimate the primary horizontal field components 
simply from: 

4 = ~ N  i = 1,2 

The secondary horizontal fields at an anomalous sta- 
tion may be estimated from: 

s ; = L , - g .  ~ =~,2 

T2ne complete verticaI secondary fietd S~ cannot be 
determined, but the anomalous part induced by the 
horizonta! components, is simply T3 ~-/- k3,. P,. + k3~ 22) 
as observed. In mode1 fitting, this witl usually be the 
part of the secondary verticai field of interest. The 
estimation of atl the various tensor dements in eq~ 2 
should then be possib!e by spectra1 analysis and matrix 
inversion techniques, and the tensor judged for two- 
dimensionality in the following ways: 

(1) From the horizontal relationships only, the im 
variants K~ and g4 may be computed, and skew num° 
bers K4R/K1R, K4JgL[ reckoned. AlternativeIy, a com- 
bined skew number Ix4 J/!g~l could be used. All these 
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skew numbers would be zero for two-dimensionality. 
(2) From the verticai-horizontal relationships, the 

difference in azimuth between the in-phase and qua- 
drature vertical response arrows may be determined: 

80 = arctg ( k 3 2 R / k a ~ R )  - -  arctg (k32i/ka~i) 

This difference is zero for two-dimensionality. 
(3) The angles eL and 4~M may be determined, and 

from their difference a misfit estimated: 

~$ = SL -- ~M 

This misfit is zero for two-dimensionality. 
(4) The ellipticities E" L and Ray may be determined; 

for two-dimensionality both would be zero. 
(5) The variation of these various parameters with 

frequency may be determined. 
With simultaneous records from an array of stations, 

macroscopic two-dimensionality of anomalous response 
wili also be evident in basic maps of the data, and in 
the insensitivity of an anomaly pattern to changing 
polarization of the horizontal fields (Gough et al., 
1972). 

7. Conclusions 

For the purposes of studying earth structure, the 
observation of magnetic variations can be carried out 
at three different levels of complexity, corresponding 
to use of a single station, several stations, or a two- 
dimensional array. The advantages of several stations 
operating simultaneously become apparent if one of 
the stations records normal surface fields, for all the 
tenser elements may in principle then be estimated. 
This allows a more satisfactory testing of two-dimen- 
sionality at each station than is possible for single 
stations operating individually, and most importantly, 
it gives estimates of the anomalous horizontal fields 
which become extra parameters to be satisfied in an 
interpretation. Single-station operation does not pro- 
duce estimates of anomalous horizontal fields. 

The advantages of array operation, defined as the 
expansion of several-station operation to the point 
where variations over a large area are completely mon- 
itored, lie first in the possibility of checking the basic 
assumption of this paper: whether or not the primary 
fields are reasonably uniform, and if not whether it is 
possible to correct the results for their non-uniformity. 

Secondly there is the increased likelihood, with many 
stations, of somewhere recording and recognizing 
normal surface fields, in terms of which any anoma- 
lous stations may be interpreted. The separation of 
observed fields into primary and secondary parts can 
in fact be attempted formally, as was done by Porath 
et al. (1970). 

The optimum method of portraying data on a map 
has yet to be decided. It is possibly a combination of 
in-phase and quadrature response arrows for the verti- 
cal field, together with in-phase and quadrature hori- 
zontal response quadrics. Such combination diagrams 
are given in rows (v) of Figs. 3 and 5. The vertical- 
field response arrows will point towards (or away 
from) conductivity contrasts, and the major axes of 
the quadric figures wil! tend to indicate structural 
strike. In particular, conditions of two-dimensionality 
will be shown by: (1) the two verticai-field response 
arrows being parallel; (2) the in-phase quadric figure 
having an axis of unity parallel to the strike, and the 
quadrature figure degenerating to parallel lines in the 
strike direction; (3) the two response arrows, one axis 
of the in-phase quadric figure, and the perpendicular 
to the parallel lines of the quadrature figure being co- 
linear; and (4) conditions 1 to 3 being independent of 
frequency. 

Finally it should be emphasized that the criteria 
outlined above do not distinguish false cases of sym- 
metry, which may exist in several ways. To give two 
examples, a station centred above an i~homogeneity 
of cylindrical symmetry in the eIectrical conductivity 
structure may be expected to record a "pseudo-one- 
dimensional" response; and a station on a vertical 
plane of symmetry in the electrical conductivity struc. 
ture may be "pseudo-two-dimensional'. Such cases 
will usually be resolved if response parameters are 
known for a geographic network of recording sites. 
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